INVESTING PROFESSIONALLY IN
THE MIDDLE EAST

Monthly Outlook – April 2019
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Global Asset Allocation
Asset Class

Tactical View (3m horizon)
Decent growth, dovish central banks and fiscal stimulus coming through from China
offer a potentially positive tailwind for equities to continue their fine start to the year.

Equities

Fixed Income

Commodities

March brought further evidence of central banks’ pivot to patience as both the Fed and
the ECB indicated they would keep rates on hold for the rest of this year amid lower
growth and inflation outlooks which bodes well for bonds.

Markets look tighter after the OPEC+ meeting in Baku, with Saudi Arabia indicating
that it would cut deeper than quotas require. Meanwhile, US sanction waivers for Iran
expiring in May, prolonged blackouts in Venezuela, and geopolitical supply losses in
Nigeria or Algeria could yet add to market tightness. This comes as financial positioning
remains relatively neutral, providing room for large moves up or down for oil prices.
Our new base case sees oil prices now in the $70s much of the time through 2Q-4Q.

Mashreq Capital View:

Positive view

Neutral view

Negative view
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Regional Asset Allocation
Region / Country

Fixed Income

Equities

FX

Bond spreads are
supported by the YTD
jump in oil prices and the
ongoing GCC EMBI
inclusion.

Index inclusions in focus
will support KSA and
Kuwait equity markets.

De-pegging risk has been
temporarily averted,
albeit remains a risk
selectively (example:
Bahrain and Oman).

Short-dated bonds
provide value for carry
positions while we see
varying degrees of
improving economies.

Earnings growth is
positive and the market is
cheap, also will benefit
from the recovery in the
EM.

EGP to remain in a band.

Challenges from last
summer’s currency rout
remain, but the central
bank is regaining
credibility with its hawkish
monetary policy.

Main beneficiary from the
recovery in EM and also
the monetary easing in
the US.

The lira will stabilize in
1H2019.

GCC

North Africa

Turkey

Mashreq Capital View:

Positive View

Neutral View

Negative View
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1. Global and Regional Asset Allocation

2. Global Portfolios
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Global Assets – Monthly Commentary
Overview – Equities
The rally in global equities continued into March with the MSCI
All Countries World Index gaining 1.3% for the month. US
equities have enjoyed their best start to a year since 1998
posting a 13% gain for Q1 as a whole. Positive performance is
being driven by supportive central bank rhetoric from both the
Fed and the ECB in addition to optimism over a potential trade
agreement between the US and China, and also Chinese policy
stimulus. Chinese equities benefited from the turnaround in
sentiment with the country’s stocks soaring 6% for the month
and 30% over the quarter.

Overview – Fixed Income
March brought further evidence of central banks’ pivot to
patience as both the Fed and the ECB indicated they would keep
rates on hold for the rest of this year amid lower growth and
inflation outlooks. This renewed dovishness fueled a further rally
in developed-market sovereigns with the US 10-year yield
falling 30bps and German equivalents dropping 25bps
culminating in Germany issuing 10-year bunds at a negative
yield for the first time since 2016. Higher-risk bonds also
participated in the rally with the best performer being EMD hard
currency sovereigns on account of their longer duration profile
relative to smaller gains from high yield and convertibles.

Outlook – Equities
Downward-trending growth data continued in March with US Q4
growth revised lower to 2.2% from a prior 2.6%, whilst US jobs’
data posted only a 20,000 gain, the lowest figure since 2017.
Despite these disappointing headline numbers, the longer term
three-month NFP number averages a healthy 200,000 gain,
whilst US GDP remains above its all-important 2% trend level.
Furthermore we think ongoing evidence of renewed policy
stimulus from China has the potential to reflate global growth in
the second half of the year, especially amid a backdrop of
accommodative monetary policy from the Fed and the ECB. We
therefore retain a meaningful allocation to equities in relevant
mandates.

Outlook – Fixed Income
Softening data reaffirms our view that the fixed income rally has
room to run. Slowing growth, benign inflation and still-unresolved
geopolitical agreements between the US and China in addition to
the UK and the EU are vindicating the Fed’s patient policy stance.
Evidence of the Fed’s dovish turn was reinforced during the
month as the Fed’s March meeting led to a large downward
revision of its forecasted terminal interest rate. The median dotplot forecast dropped from two rate hikes to none this year and
only one next year indicating we are clearly nearing the end of
this rate-hiking cycle which bodes well for fixed income assets
across the board.
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1. Global and Regional Asset Allocation

3. MENA Fixed Income
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MENA Fixed Income - Markets
US Yield Curve

GCC spread over EM
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EM Fixed Income – Monthly Commentary
Overview

Outlook

Global EMD benefited from the fixed income rally, particularly hard
currency sovereigns given their longer duration composition.

EM fixed income is likely to be one of the biggest beneficiaries of the
accommodative stance being re-emphasized by the Fed and the
ECB. The Fed’s dot-plot forecast now indicates zero rate hikes this
year and an end to its balance sheet run-off this summer thereby
removing two structural headwinds endured by EM bonds over the
last year.

EM central banks continue to act prudently having largely kept policy
rates on hold in March including Brazil, Colombia, Russia, Thailand,
Indonesia, the Philippines and Turkey, though Nigeria was a notable
exception cutting rates 50 basis points despite double-digit inflation.
Turkey’s central bank endured a challenging month as its reserves fell
by one-third in an attempt to shore up its weakening currency ahead
of local elections, whilst Ukraine’s first-round presidential election
passed off peacefully with a final round scheduled for April.
The main primary issuance from the GCC came from Qatar, whilst
further afield Sri Lanka returned to the market for the first time since
geopolitical turmoil engulfed the country in October last year.
Ratings action resulted in Moody’s affirming Abu Dhabi’s Aa2 rating,
but downgrading Oman from Baa3 to Ba1 with a negative outlook.
The downgrade to high yield was expected with Moody’s highlighting
the lack of fiscal reform in contrast to its GCC peers.
Oil rose for the third month in a row and scored its highest-quarterly
gain for a decade. Its 27% quarterly surge was due to production cuts
from OPEC+ and easing trade war tensions boosting sentiment for
crude providing a positive tailwind for GCC credits throughout the
month and quarter as a whole.

The Fed’s dovish pivot in combination with subdued inflation rates in
a number of EM countries gives certain central banks room to tailor
monetary policy to domestic economies, which in many cases could
result in rate cuts.
Developed-market central banks’ dovish pivot has pushed yields
lower from US treasuries to German bunds. We think this could lead
international investors to reach for yield via EM sovereigns.
China’s stimulus has the potential to propel growth higher across
EMs in the coming months through its fiscal spending, tax cuts in
addition to cutting the reserve requirement ratios for banks. While
the stimulus may be less impactful than previous reflations, there
are already signs of positive multiplier effects via the PMI swinging
back into expansionary territory in March and trickle-down effects to
surrounding countries.
Chinese stimulus in combination with central bank policy patience
should prove a positive mix for EM fixed income, particularly longduration bonds where we maintain a sizeable allocation.
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1. Global and Regional Asset Allocation

4. MENA Equities
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MENA Equity View
Sector

GCC

North Africa

Turkey

Banks
Consumer Goods
Real Estate
Telecommunications
Materials

Utilities

Mashreq Capital View:

Positive view

Neutral view

Negative view
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MENA Equities – Monthly Commentary
Overview
•

•

•

•
•

•

After a volatile February, MENA had a strong March with the
index finishing up 2.5% in anticipation of foreign inflows from
index inclusion events. Saudi and Kuwait were the focal point of
investor interest. Additionally, oil prices were supportive
finishing up 3.6%. MENA markets are up 8.8% for the year
underperforming Emerging Markets, which finished up 9.6%.
In Saudi, the market jumped by 3.8% led by large-caps, mainly
banking and petrochemicals but also select names that are
likely to be included in MSCI/FTSE EM’s index. The market is up
12.7% YTD.
Egyptian shares (Hermes Stock Market Index) were slightly up
0.8% for the month (similar in USD terms) despite inflationary
data came in higher than expected. This data point led Central
Bank of Egypt to keep interest rate on hold against consensus
expectations. The market is up 12.1% YTD.
Qatar finished flat after a sharp decline in February due to
disappointing dividend season and stretched valuations led to
profit booking. The market remains down 1.9% YTD.
UAE had weak month finishing down 1.3% as participants shift
from UAE to Saudi index and also in absence of near-term
catalyst / weak real estate sentiments. The UAE overall index is
up 3.4% YTD.
In Kuwait, market continues to gain and finished strong in
March up 9.2% in anticipation of MSCI index inclusion. The
market is up 13.7% YTD.

Outlook
•

•

•

•
•
•

In Saudi, the next 4 to 6 month outlook looks good as a result
of the positive MSCI decision. The market experienced large
foreign outflows in October, which we believe will slowly make
its way back to the market.
In Egypt, inflation data is expected to ease despite additional
utility and fuel subsidy cuts due to high base effects and a
stable currency. The CBE should further cut interest rates
(expect 100-200bps) in 2H19 after a surprise rate cut of
100bps in Feb’19 and help sustain rally.
Qatar does not have any catalysts or major risks on the
horizon. In terms of valuation, the market is in line with its 5
year average P/E at 14.1x TTM – as a result we see limited
upside in this market.
While UAE lacks any catalysts, there are select names that are
in value territory. Similar to GCC markets, the market is a
safe-havens with elevated oil prices.
With Kuwait being added to MSCI EM’s watch list, the market
is likely to remain buoyant.
Global markets continue to show some strength on signs of
easing trade tensions and as the US Central Bank signaled
that it will slow down its hiking cycle in 2019 which should
benefit EM currencies. Having said that, the probability of a
risk-on rally has increased.
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MENA Equities
Purchasing Managers Index
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MENA Equities – Chart of the Month
Saudi Trading Analysis
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Net foreign buying in the Saudi picked up in
March, reaching USD1.3bn. The bulk of the net
buying came from QFIs. QFIs, SWAPs and
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Contact Us:
Mashreq Capital (DIFC) Ltd.
Al Fattan Currency House,
Tower 2, Floor 28, Office 2803,
DIFC, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

This document has been prepared solely for information purposes. It does not constitute
investment advice, solicitation, any offer or personal recommendation by Mashreq Capital (DIFC)
Limited (“MC”) or any related MC entity (which includes for the purpose of this disclaimer, any
employee, director, officer or representative of any MC entity), to buy or sell any security, product,
service or investment, or to engage in or refrain from engaging in any transaction, including any
jurisdiction where such any such investment advice, solicitation, offer and/or personal
recommendation would be contrary to any law or regulation in that jurisdiction. Certain
assumptions may have been made in the analysis that resulted in any information, projection,
results and/or returns detailed in this document. No warranty or representation is made that any
returns/results indicated would be achieved or that all assumptions in achieving these
returns/results have been considered. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future
results. Neither MC nor any related entity warrants or represents the accuracy of the information
provided herein and any view expressed in this note reflects the personal view of the analyst(s)
and which does not take account of any individual client’s objectives, financial situation or needs.
Investors are required to undertake their own assessment and seek appropriate financial, legal, tax
and regulatory advice to determine whether any investment is appropriate for them in light of their
experience, objectives, financial resources and other relevant circumstances. Neither MC nor any
related entity accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect, consequential or any other
category of loss arising from any use of this document and/or further communication in relation
thereto. Neither MC nor any related entity has any obligation to correct or update the information
or opinions in this document and any opinion expressed is subject to change without notice. This
document is disseminated primarily electronically, and, in some cases, in printed form.
Any terms in this document are indicative and do not constitute solicitation or an offer to sell to the
public, whether on any particular terms or at all. This document is not intended to identify,
represent or notify any conclusive terms and conditions of any transaction, or other material
considerations or any possible risk, direct or indirect, that would or may be involved in undertaking
any such transaction.

Tel: +971 4 424 4618
Email: assetmanagement@mashreq.com

MC is an independent registered investment adviser and investment manager. MC claims
compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®). For more information
about the GIPS standards, please visit www.gipsstandards.org

www.mashreqcapital.ae

To obtain a compliant presentation and/or list of the composite descriptions, please email:
assetmanagement@mashreq.com
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